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HYPERLINKS USE IN NEWS TRANSLATION 

FROM SPANISH INTO ENGLISH 

ON BOLIVIAN NEWS AGENCY’S WEBSITE 

 

 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Mass media is a term used to refer to the media whose reach is at national, international 

or worldwide level. Such term appeared in 1920 (approximately); but mass information 

spreading occurred many centuries before. For Example Johannes Gutenberg printed a 

42 line Bible in 1453 with a movable type printing press. This invention is considered of 

great importance regarding information spreading over middle Ages.  In 1612, the first 

newspapers appeared; however, they reached a large-scale circulation from 19th century. 

 

Hertz wave application by Guglielmo Marconi in 1901 and TV experimental broadcast 

by John Logie Baird in 1926 opened a new technology to transmit information at 

worldwide level. However, the technological progresses to transmit information did not 

stop with radio and television. The first international connection of computers in a 

network was made in 1973; later this system was called Internet. 

 

All this technology from printing to Internet was channeled into making the information 

access easier and faster. Internet as a latest technological tool to spread information 

joins, somehow, all the previous systems because it is possible to find websites, which 

include newspapers, radio and TV on them. Another advantage of Internet is that any 

information can be downloaded from any country. 
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It is known that English is the “lingua franca” (Webster’s New World Dictionary, 

2004:835) in the world of technology; therefore, the different countries around the 

world give more importance to broadcast websites in English than in any other 

languages since it allows them to expand their services at worldwide level and catch 

more users for their websites. In that sense, the Bolivian News Agency understood that 

the best way to take advantage of the internet is to broadcast its news in English; in 

other words to translate news from Spanish into English and broadcast them in a section 

at the abi.bo.  

 The present supervised work is a sample about how a website can be improved using 

the informatics computer technology. The following chapters describe and explain 

gradually all the process to introduce the hyperlinks section at the Bolivian News 

Agency website (abi.bo) and how this useful tool provides users extra information about 

certain topics, words and phrases, which are close related to the Bolivian cultural 

context. 

 

1.1. Background of Bolivian News Agency (abi) 

 

The Bolivian News Agency (ABI) is a state owned entity press, which belongs to 

Direccion Nacional de Comunicación Social (State Media Center) which depends on 

Ministry of Presidency. ABI is focused on producing information about the events 

occurring in Bolivia mainly. However, sometimes a special coverage is made on those 

events that happen beyond Bolivian frontiers (information extracted from ABI’s leaflet). 

 

Foundation:  February 6th, 1996  

 

Goal:   To provide reliable and objective information to different Bolivian    

Media  and lately to the world through its website: www.abi.bo. 

 

http://www.abi.bo/
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At first, ABI´s website broadcast its news in Spanish, but from 2007 a new section in 

English was included.  This effort was made on request of President Evo Morales who 

over a meeting with European diplomats was suggested that the Bolivian Agency should 

include news in English since most of them did not speak Spanish. Therefore, President 

Morales asked Agency’s director to add a new section on the website where news can 

be translated to that language. This way LATEST NEWS appeared, a sector where news 

from Spanish are translated into English. 

 

Then in 2007 the Direccion Nacional de Comunicacion Social (DNCS, State media 

Center) and Mayor de San Andres University signed an agreement  in order to provide 

ABI two students from Linguistics  and Languages who had finished their studies in that 

Department to carry the translation work out under supervised work kind. 

 

Thus, ABI includes in its staff two translators under the principle that translation, as an 

information-spreading tool, has great importance since it breaks linguistic barriers 

allowing people who speak English to get access to news about different events that 

happen in Bolivia. 

 

To achieve that goal is quite complex and requires that translator has a high level of 

linguistic knowledge which helps him/her not only to take one text in one language and 

turn this into another, but to transmit information from one reality to another which 

most of the time is very different. 

 

For translating ABI’s news, different materials were used from classical dictionaries to 

those electronic ones or those found in Internet, Moreover, websites focused on 

broadcasting news were also used. Although all these materials were available, they 

were not enough to transmit Bolivian reality because Bolivia is a country with a huge 

variety of social and ethnic groups. Furthermore, Bolivia has also many native 

languages, which make more complex the translation task. 
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In order to keep these characteristics, it was necessary to apply knowledge from 

linguistics to computer science for giving Latest News user more context for a better 

news understanding. This was possible through Internet’s working system since this is 

based on a programming language called HTML (Hypertext Mark Up Language), which 

converts a simple text into a hypertext that breaks the limits of the first one. Due to it a 

hypertext is just a part of interconnected texts through hyperlinks, this way user can get 

additional information just clicking on the hyperlink.  

 

This technology is widely used on designing website interface and is applied according 

to website’s needs. In the present work it is  applied on translation. 

 

The following diagram shows the structure of the Bolivian Agency’s staff: 

 

Fig. 1: Structure of Bolivian Agency of News 
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Although most of the time a single journalist covers a specific area, sometimes he or she 

covers another information area. 

 

The main coverage areas are: 

 

 Politics: This information area concerns the Legislative Power, their 

commissions and committees. Moreover, it also has to do with events inside 

Government Palace. 

 

 Economy: This area concerns the ministries of Economy, Hydrocarbons, 

Mining, Rural Development, Public Works and their respective Vice-ministries. 

 

 Society: This area reaches ministries of Water Services, Education, Health Care 

and their respective Vice-ministries. This area also includes a special coverage to 

Bolivian Union Organizations and their activities. 

 

 National security and justice: This area concerns the Ministries of Government, 

Justice and their respective Vice-ministries, Armed Forces, National Police, 

Supreme Justice Court and its entities. 

ABI’s structure is supported by a technical staff consisting of:  

 

One photographer 

One typist 

One Secretary  

 

  1.1.1. Informatics center (Telematica) 

 

The Agency gives this name to a special department in charge of: 
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 Supervising the well functioning of State Media’s websites. 

 Modifying  if necessary, those websites. 

 Uploading information and making some corrections. 

 Creating new sections on websites. 

 

1.1.2. Latest News at abi.bo 

 

As it was explained before, this is a new section on ABI’s website whose mission is to 

broadcast news in English language. This is why two translators were included in 

agency’s staff. 

 

1.1.3. Need analysis at the Bolivian Agency of Information services 

 

In order to make this survey, it was applied a Questionnaire addressed to the Agency’s 

staff. The answers obtained helped to understand the main Agency’s purpose and the 

reasons to introduce news in English on its website.  

 

The questions applied were: 

 

1. ¿Cuál es el objetivo principal de la Agencia Boliviana de información? 

 

Most of the journalist answered that the main Agency’s objective is to give information 

about what the current Government does, and the events, which are happening, 

throughout the country. 

 

2. La Agencia Boliviana de Información a qué tipo de noticias da mayor énfasis? 

Elegir una o dos opciones: 
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Fig. 2:  The most covered areas of information 
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The political news and the economic ones turned out to be those that the agency pays 

more attention, leaving the other topics behind.  

 

According to the explanations given the political news and the economic ones get more 

coverage since they have international importance. 

 

3. ¿Cree usted que la implementación de noticias en ingles en el portal de ABI ha 

captado una mayor cantidad de usuarios? 

 

Fig. 3:  Perception about introduction of news in English 
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Similarly, all of the journalists who answered to our survey think that the introduction 

of news in English language has got more users. They explained this fact due to English 

language has a world reach. 
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4.  ¿Cuáles son las expectativas que usted tiene con la implementación de noticias en 

Ingles en ABI?  

 

Most of them expect that Latest News becomes a tool to spread all over the world the 

news generated in Bolivia.  

 

5. ¿Considera usted que en la actualidad el Internet es un medio de información con 

mayor cobertura que la televisión, la radio o prensa escrita?  Elegir una opción. 

 

¿Por qué?.......................................................................................... 

 

Fig. 4: Internet Vs. classical media 
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The journalists who agreed that Internet is a mean with a greater coverage than the other 

media explained that they believe so ,since, Internet is a way to get breaking news 

immediately,  and easily; unlike other media. 

 

The people who chose the negative option explained that they consider Internet still 

expensive and just a few people can have it at home, moreover, the respective handling 

is not so easy. 
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Although, Internet is a mass media, a half of ABI’s staff think that this mean of 

communication does not reach yet the level of TV or radio regarding news coverage. 

However, they assure this is also an important way to broadcast news, mainly, if they 

are transmitted in English because it is the second most spoken language in the world. 

 

This survey was very useful in order to get the very first rapprochement to the agency 

and its needs. Moreover, it contributed to this work in order to improve the service of 

news in English.  

 

1.2. Problem statement 

 

The translation as any human activity follows a process, which involves some 

problematic issues that affect the final product, in this case a final translation.  

 

Talking about the translation of news, it is a peculiar phenomenon, since news try to 

show or describe an event that happens inside a specific context, using specific 

terminology that could be related to politics, economy, society, ancestral languages and 

others.  

 

Many of that terminology can be translated but there are some of them that have a 

regional usage, limiting their comprehension to a specific social group from a 

geographical space.  

 

A translator during the process of translation faces some problems caused mainly by 

two reasons:   the cultural aspect, and the linguistic nature. Each language is a specific 

way of sharing and giving name to common non-linguistic experiences (Mounin G. 

1976:230).  
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However, the problem does not end there because the cultural and linguistic aspects are 

part of a more complex phenomenon called context, which is dynamic what means it is 

constantly changing (Van Dijk, 1995:273-274). Finally, the context can be considered 

as a stock of information (Slama Cazacu, 1970:293). 

  

Thus, the context can be understood in two senses: first, as a set of real events that are 

changing all the time; and second, as the information that the human being processes 

and stocks in his mind related to those events, allowing him to understand a specific 

phenomenon. This phenomenon in the present research is the comprehension of a 

written text. 

 

Based on that approach, it is remarked the importance of providing readers additional 

information about those terms that are used only in the Bolivian context. For example: 

“Apthapi”, “akhulliku”, “ponchos rojos”, “media luna”, etc.  

 

On the other hand, there are terms that even though can be translated they need 

additional information focused on their conceptual meaning:  

 

Example: “Prefecto” 

 

It can be translated to “Prefect”; but this authority belongs only to constitutions that 

came from the French one, it does not exist in constitutions like the British or American, 

therefore, there is a lack of reference for readers of those countries.  

 

In Internet, in order to solve similar problems it is used hyperlinks to link words or 

phrases with another documents, adding this way more information and clearing those 

terms up. 
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Therefore, the present work will use this computerized tool, but this time applied on 

translation in order to give foreign reader more information about those terms either 

political, social or cultural whose meaning is just understood in Bolivia. 

 

1.3. Objectives 

 

1.3.1. General Objective 

 

 To use hypertexts and hyperlinks in the translation of news in order to give 

foreign reader more information about local terms. 

 

1.3.2. Specific Objectives 

 

 To create a new sector on ABI website that groups the hypertexts. 

 To display a helpful hypertext model for future online translations. 

 To provide ABI a new internet tool that helps future translators. 

 

1.4. Justification 

 

There are different reasons that support the present work: 

 

 Firstly, the news translation field is a phenomenon that lately has been growing in 

significance around the world (Translation in Global News, 2006).  Nevertheless, in 

Bolivia it is difficult to find this kind of researches, in fact there is only one related to 

news translation in Mayor de San Andres University, done by Erika Ibanez  (2008) 

which shows that media in Bolivia is starting slowly to get advantage of new technology 

to spread daily news.  
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Second, the present work will give some information about how to deal with news 

translation, specifically in the case of news that are broadcast in  internet  reaching  

readers all over the world. 

Therefore, to develop a theoretical-practical model about this field is an important 

academic contribution, these basis could be used in different languages translation or be 

part of future researches or supervised works. 

 

The translator´s challenge is to transfer the information from SL into a TL without or at 

least with the lowest alteration degree in the content (meaning). Specifically, in the 

Bolivian Context where the news are ornamented with terms that came from native 

languages and other cultural aspects that make more complex the translation task. 

Therefore, the present work proposes to transfer those cultural aspects by using 

hyperlinks to offer additional information in an independent section of hypertext, which 

does not affect the translated news content. 

 

Finally, the hypertext with pictures helps to promote the cultural richness of Bolivian 

society around the world. 

 

1.5. Delimitation and scope 

 

Talking about news, ABI’s website covers several areas; but it gives a special attention 

to governmental area. Therefore, the terminology to be developed in the Hyper Context 

section is limited to words that appear in news of political, social, historical and cultural 

events. 

 

The scope of the present research is global, since internet has a wide world usage. The 

Hyper Context section will be ready to be used by a great number of users that have 

access to ABI’s news website. 
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2.  CONCEPTUAL REFERENCES 

 

 

2.1. Concepts of translation 

 

Most of the authors define translation based on their own perspectives of translation. 

For example: 

 

Newmark, (1982:7) “Translation is a craft consisting in the attempt to replace a 

written message and/or statement in one language by the same message and/or 

statement in another language”. 

  

Bell, R.T. (1991:5) “Translation is the expression in another language (or target 

language) of what has been expressed in another, source language, preserving 

semantic and stylistic equivalences”. 

 

Larson, (1984:3)  “Translation consists of studying the lexicon, grammatical 

structure, communication situation, and cultural context of the source language text, 

analyzing it in order to determine its meaning, and then reconstructing this same 

meaning  using the lexicon and grammatical structure which are appropriate in the 

receptor language and its cultural context”. 

 

These experts introduce in their definitions specific linguistic and extra linguistic 

aspects  to be considered during the process of transferring meaning from a SL (Source 

Language) into a TL (Target Language) preserving equivalences. 
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   2.1.1. Equivalence in translation 

 

One of the main points in the translation process to be faced by translators is the lack of 

equivalence at different levels.  

 

Among the linguistic elements, lexicon and grammatical structure are considered 

stylistic equivalences, which are target related to the syntax of languages, and the extra 

linguistic aspects like communicative situation and cultural context are related to the 

semantic and pragmatic equivalence.    

 

  2.1.1.1. Linguistic equivalence  

 

As it is  known, all languages have their own structure starting at word level until the 

long structures. 

 

According to Baker (1992: 10), the translators are primarily concerned with 

communicating the overall meaning of a stretch of language. To achieve that the 

translator needs to start by decoding the units (words) and structures (syntax) which 

carry that meaning. 

 

For Larson (1983:3) the form of a language are the words, phrases, clauses, sentences, 

paragraphs, etc., which are spoken or written. These forms are referred as the surface 

structure of a language. 

 

    2.1.1.1.1. Equivalence at word level 

 

In the process of translation, the translator deals   with words which make him to face 

with the lack of equivalence at word level firstly; it means that the target language has 

no direct equivalent for a word that comes from a source language text. Therefore the 
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choice of a suitable equivalent in a given context depends on a wide variety of factors 

that could be strictly linguistic (Collocation, idioms) and extra-linguistic (pragmatics). 

Then, the lexical meaning of a word or lexical unit may be thought as the specific value 

it has in a particular linguistic system, it is rarely possible to analyze a word, pattern, or 

structure into distinct components of meaning, Baker, (1992:10-17). 

 

The meaning components are “packaged” into lexical items, but they are packaged 

differently in one language than in another; for example the meaning component of 

plurality in English is the suffix “s” but there are exceptions such as: child – children.  

 

According to Larson (1983:7-9), “many times a single word in the source language will 

need to be translated by several words”. Besides she says that another characteristic of 

languages is that the same meaning component will occur in several surface structure 

lexical items or a variety of forms ( lamb, sheep) and finally a single  form or word  can 

represent to several alternative meanings (the boy runs, the engine runs). Nevertheless, 

“the fact is that a Language is a complex set of skewed relationships between meaning 

and form. Each language has its own distinctive form for representing the meaning. 

Therefore, in translation the same meaning may have to be expressed in another 

language by a very different form”. 

 

  2.1.1.1.2. Syntactic equivalence  

 

For Baker (1992:83) syntax is related to the grammatical structure of groups, clauses, 

and sentences; the linear sequences of classes of words such as noun, verb, adverb and 

adjective; functional elements such as subject, predicator and object, which are allowed 

in a given language. Furthermore, she affirms that the syntactic structure of a language 

imposes certain restrictions or differences on the way messages may be organized; that 

differences in the grammatical structures of the source and target languages often result 

in some change on the information content of the message during the process of 
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translation. This change may take the form of adding or omitting to the target text 

information that is not expressed in the source text, for example: gender, number, 

person, etc. 

 

2.1.1.2. Extra linguistic equivalence  

 

A language is a way of encoding a reality; it acquires sense in a communicative 

situation and the way the translator interprets it in context. 

 

2.1.1.2.1. Semantic equivalence 

 

For Larson (1983:26), the meaning is the deep structure (semantic) of languages and 

this meaning is the base for translation from one language into another. “Semantic 

structure is more nearly universal than grammatical structure. That is, types of units, the 

features, and the relationships are essentially the same for all languages”. For her all 

languages have meaning components which can be classified as things (nouns, 

pronouns), events (verbs), attributes (adjectives, adverbs), or relations (conjunctions, 

prepositions, particles, enclitics), these semantic classes occur in all languages and any 

concept occurring in any language will refer to a “thing, event, attribute or relation”. 

 

2.1.1.2.2. Pragmatic equivalence 

 

“Pragmatics is the study of language in use. It is the study of meaning as conveyed and 

manipulated by participants in a communicative situation” Baker (1992:217).  

 

According to Grimes (1975:114) cited by Larson (1983:31) to explain the 

communicative situation: “Meaning is possible only when a speaker could choose to 

say something else instead. It is an implementation process by which the result of the 
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speaker’s choices is expressed in a conventional form that permits communication with 

someone else”. 

Larson says that the chosen meaning will be influenced by the communication situation, 

by who the speaker is, who the audience is, the cultural traditions, etc. The Speaker or 

writer, basing his choices on many factors in the communication situation, chooses what 

he wants to communicate. 

  

2.2. Kinds of translation 

 

Experts propose many kinds of translation according to the text purpose and the 

audience to whom the translation is addressed. In fact, Larson (1983, 15-17) divides it 

into two main kinds: one is the form-based translation, it attempts to follow the form of 

the source language and it is known as literal translation. The other one is meaning-

based translation, it tries to communicate the source language meaning text in a natural 

form of the receptor language and it is called idiomatic translation. But among them she 

mentions the modified literal translation which changes the structure order of SL into 

TL to avoid wrong meanings. 

 

Newmark (1995, 70-72) proposes eight methods of translation: word for word 

translation, literal translation, faithful translation, semantic translation, adaptation, free 

translation, idiomatic translation  and communicative translation; but he considers that 

the semantic and communicative translation fill the two translation objectives that are 

equivalence and economy.  

   

  2.2.1. Modified literal translation 

 

For Larson it changes the order and grammar enough to construct acceptable sentence 

structure in Target Language but the lexical items are translated literally.  Newmark 

defines it as literal translation in which the Source Language grammatical constructions 
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are converted to their nearest Target Language equivalents but the lexical words again 

are translated out of context: 

 

                Unionistas destrozan y saquean sede del MAS en Santa Cruz 
 
  Santa Cruz, 04 ago (ABI).- Aproximadamente a las 18.45 de este lunes, un grupo de miembros de la 

Unión Juvenil Cruceñista ingresó a la sede departamental del Movimiento Al Socialismo (MAS) en esta capital y 
destrozó todo lo que encontró a su paso, denunció la dirigencia del partido en función de gobierno en esta ciudad. 
 
    “Rompieron vidrios, se llevaron sillas, material electoral, computadoras, además de agredir a los que se 
encontraban en el lugar. El policía de seguridad fue golpeado y está herido”, declaró uno de los dirigentes del 
MAS. 
 
    De acuerdo a la denuncia, fue una turba de vándalos que entró armado con palos, piedras, botellas con 
gasolina con la intención de incendiar las instalaciones del partido en función de gobierno. 
 
    “Algunos estaban con el rostro cubierto, creo que lo tenían planeado porque toda la dirección del MAS estaba 
concentrada en el acto de cierre de campaña en la rotonda de la ex terminal de buses, ubicada en el primer 
anillo”, dijo el denunciante. 
 
    Este nuevo incidente se sumó a la larga serie de hechos violentos protagonizados por el grupo de choque que 
es financiado por el Comité Cívico pro Santa Cruz, quienes incluso en alguna oportunidad arremetieron contra 
instalaciones policiales. 

 

 
 
 
 

          
                   UJC’s members destroyed and looted MAS’ headquarters in Santa Cruz 

 
Santa Cruz, Aug, 5, (ABI).- Yesterday night members of UJC attacked and destroyed everything 
they could regarding MAS’ headquarters, according to its leaders’ reports in Santa Cruz city. 
 
"They broke windows, stole chairs and computers, hit the officer who now is wounded, moreover 
they attacked all the people who were there" a MAS’ leader states.  
     

According to these reports, a vandal crowd entered armed with stones, sticks and with gas bottles 
willing to set fire to MAS’ (Movimiento Al Socialismo) facilities. 
 
"Their faces were covered and I think they had already planned since most of the MAS’ members 
were gathered in order to carry out the campaign closing at the former bus station." A person 
denounced. 

 
This is just one more attack on behalf of UJC, a group supported by Pro Santa Cruz civic committee, 

who even attacked once a police station. 
 
Pta/Dgav        ABI 
Translation : G. Martin Escobar M. 
 

 

In the example above some features from the original text are changed such as the word 

order with the introduction of the genitive: “MAS’ headquarters”, for example, and the 

http://abi.bo/index.php?i=hyper
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reports are slightly changed: “ Algunos estaban con el rostro cubierto” to "Their faces 

were covered”. 

 

  2.2.2. Faithful translation 

 

It attempts to produce the precise contextual meaning of the original within the 

constraints of the Target Language grammatical structures. Here, cultural words are 

transferred from Source Language into Target Language attempting to keep the SL 

writer’s intentions, Newmark (1995, 70). 

 

 
   Evaristo Katari, debió llamarse Evo, según libro de Muruchi Poma editado en Alemania 
 
    La Paz, 24 jul (ABI).- El primer libro publicado en Europa sobre la vida del presidente de Bolivia, Evo Morales, 

sale de la pluma del escritor indígena Muruchi Poma. El libro, en idioma alemán bajo el título "Evo Morales La 
Biografía" editado por Militzke Verlag, fue presentado el 24 de marzo del 2007 en la Feria Internacional del Libro 
de Leipzig, Alemania. Su estreno en idioma español fue en marzo del 2008. La editorial Flor del Viento de España 
la publicó bajo el título de "Evo Morales de Cocalero a Presidente de Bolivia". 
 
    El autor que llegó a Bolivia, presenta en el libro las diferentes facetas de la vida sindical, política y privada de 
Evo Morales. Evaristo Katari Ayma debió llamarse el actual presidente, afirma el autor. Contrariamente a la 
creencia de muchos que el nombre de Evo fuera derivado de Eva, el libro demuestra que el nombre actual del 
Presidente es una forma típica indígena de abreviación de Evaristo.  
 
    Muruchi, conocedor de los idiomas quechua y aymara, aclara en castellano el manejo y significado de muchas 
palabras de esos idiomas indígenas en el vocabulario político.  En cuanto al periodo presidencial de Morales, 
indica que no es cierto que  Evo Morales sea revanchista y vengativo, como afirman sus detractores políticos; al 
contrario su política ha sido excesivamente blanda con los opositores. Prueba de ello es que la mayoría de los 

políticos acusados por él, están activos como nunca. 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 Evo Morales’ name could have been Evaristo Katari according to Muruchi’s book    published in 
Germany 
 
La Paz, July, 24, (ABI).- The first book published in Europe about President Morales’ life comes from the 
indigenous writer’s hand Muruchi Poma. The book in German under the title Evo Morales, the biography published 
by Militzke Verlag was presented at the Book International Fair in Leipzig, Germany on March, 24, 2007. The 
Spanish version was published on March, 2008 under the title Evo Morales from cocalero to Bolivia’s President 
by the Spanish publishing company “Flor del Viento”. 
 
The author who arrived to Bolivia shows through his book different aspects of Morales’ life such as union leader, 
politician and even parts of his private life. According to Poma, Evo Morales must have been Evaristo Katari Ayma 
since on his book “Muruchi” explained that Evo would be an indigenous abbreviation of Evaristo, unlike most 
people’ belief that Evo would come from Eva.  
 
Muruchi, expert on Aymara and Quechua languages, pointed out that it was not true that Morales was a vengeful 
person as his detractors say. Otherwise, he said that Morales has been excessively soft on his opponents. That is 
why these politicians act extremely free than never before. 
 

 

http://abi.bo/index.php?i=hyper_context
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2.2.3. Semantic translation 

 

It differs from faithful translation only in as far as it must take more account of the 

aesthetic value of the SL text. Here the cultural words could be translated to third of 

functional terms that are culturally neutral but not for cultural equivalents, Newmark, 

(1995, 70). 

 

2.2.4. Communicative translation 

 

It attempts to render the exact contextual meaning of the original text in such a way that 

both content and language are readily acceptable and comprehensible to the readership, 

Newmark (1995, 70). 

 

 Larson (1983:17) names it idiomatic translation and says that idiomatic translation 

reproduces the meaning of the source language (SL) in the natural forms of the receptor 

language or (Target Language). She states, “The translator’s goal should be to 

reproduce in the receptor language a text which communicates the same massage as the 

source language but using natural grammatical and lexical choices of the receptor 

language”. 

 
          Conalde se abre a diálogo con mediación pero mantiene medidas de presión 
 
    Villamontes (Tarija), 27 ago (ABI).- El llamado Consejo Nacional Democrático (Conalde) 
decidieron este miércoles abrirse al diálogo con mediación, radicalizar sus medidas de presión en 
demanda de la reposición del Impuesto Directo a los Hidrocarburos (IDH) y rechazó una eventual 

convocatoria a referendo para aprobar el proyecto del nuevo texto constitucional. 

 
    Después de una breve reunión entre los prefectos Ernesto Suárez Sattori (Beni), Leopoldo 
Fernández (Pando), Mario Cossío (Tarija), Rubén Costas (Santa Cruz) y cívicos de la denominada 
"media luna" acordaron reforzar el bloqueo de caminos. 
 
   La prefecta de Chuquisaca, Savina Cuellar, y los cívicos de esa región no participaron del 

encuentro. 
 
   Pese a la ausencia de la delegación chuquisaqueña, el Conalde resolvió también apoyar a su colega 
de Chuquisaca, Savina Cuellar, para la realización de un referendo autonómico. 
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              CONALDE accepts a negotiation with mediation but keeps the blockade 
 
Tarija, Aug, 28, (ABI).- Yesterday, National Council for Democracy (CONALDE Spanish 
acronym) decided to accept a negotiation but with mediators help. Moreover they agreed to 
strengthen blockades in order to recover incomes from Direct Tax on Hydrocarbons (IDH 

Spanish initials). Besides that to turn down a referendum about new Constitution. 
 
Over a short meeting, Prefects from Tarija, Mario Cossio, Pando, Leopoldo Fernandez, Santa 
Cruz, Ruben Costas, Beni, Ernesto Suarez and these Departments’ civic people made the 
decision to turn their measures more radical strengthening blockades to press Government to 
give IDH incomes back. 
 

Moreover, In spite of absence of Savina Cuellar, Chuquisaca’s Prefect, all of them agreed to 
support referendum at Chuquisaca whose purpose is to ask Chuquisaca’s citizens about 

autonomy for their Department.   
   
 

 

In the previous translation, a great effort was made to take the original text to a TL text trying 

to fit best into standard English grammatical features, making this way a more understandable 

text to foreign readers. 

 

This situation is observed from the heading: 

 

 CONALDE  se abre a diálogo con mediación pero mantiene medidas de presión 

 

Translation: 
 

CONALDE accepts a negotiation with mediation but keeps the blockade 

 
 

Tarija, Aug, 28, (ABI).- Yesterday, National Council for Democracy (CONALDE Spanish 

acronym) decided to accept a negotiation but with mediators help (word added). 
Moreover, they agreed to strengthen blockades in order to recover incomes from Direct Tax 
on Hydrocarbons (IDH Spanish initials). Besides that, to turn down a referendum about 
new Constitution. 

 

The phrase “convocatoria a referendum” was translated as just referendum, the word 

“convocatoria” was taken out.  

Furthermore, Newmark (1988:82-91) proposes some specific translation procedures; the 

following ones were the most used  for the present work: 

 

http://www.comunica.gov.bo/index.php?i=hyper_context
http://www.comunica.gov.bo/index.php?i=hyper_context
http://www.comunica.gov.bo/index.php?i=hyper_context
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 Transference: It is the process of transferring a Source Language word to Target 

Language text.  

 Cultural equivalent:  Replacing a cultural word in the Source Language with a 

Target Language one. 

 Componential analysis: It is based in comparing an SL word with a TL word, 

which has a similar meaning but is not an obvious one to one equivalent, by 

demonstrating first their common and then their differing sense components.  

 Though-translation: Literal translation of common collocations, names of 

organizations and compound words, it also is called calque or loan translation.  

 Shifts or transpositions: It involves a change in the grammar from SL to TL, for 

example from singular to plural, from verb to name, from a group of word to one 

single word; mostly it occurs when a specific SL structure does not exist in the 

TL. 

 Modulation: The translator reproduces the message of the original text in the TL 

text in conformity with the current norms of the TL, since the SL and the TL may 

appear dissimilar in terms of perspective. 

 Compensation: It occurs when loss of meaning in one part of a sentence is 

compensated in another part. 

 Notes: They are additional information in a translation, for example footnotes.  

Even though those techniques help translator to make accurate translations, they are 

facts tied to the context that cause troubles. One of them are the allusions which are 

culture-specific portions of a Source Language that need to be explained in the 

translation to bring forth  the richness of the SL text for the TL audience, specially the 

historical and cultural allusions (Mahmoud, 2002:2). 
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2.3. Cultural implications in translation 

 

For Karamanian (2002:1-4) each language is the expression of a culture; it is the 

common referential knowledge of the world that shares the members of a society using 

a language. Considering those aspects she states, “As translators, we are faced with an 

alien culture that requires that its message be conveyed in anything but an alien way. 

That culture expresses its idiosyncrasies in a way that is culture-bound: cultural words, 

proverbs and idiomatic expressions, whose origin and uses are intrinsically and uniquely 

bound to the culture concerned. So we are called upon to do a cross-cultural translation 

whose success will depend on our understanding of the culture we are working with”.  

 

Furthermore, she says that translation entails a process of cultural de-coding, re-coding 

and en-coding where the translator not just deals with words written in certain time, 

space and sociopolitical situation but also with the cultural aspect of the text. 

Consequently she says, “the process of transfer meanings across cultures should allocate 

corresponding attributes vis-à-vis the target culture to ensure credibility in the eyes of 

target reader”. 

 

The cultural implications for translation may take several forms ranging from lexical 

content and syntax to ideologies and ways of life in a given culture. The translator has 

to decide on the importance given to certain cultural aspects and to what extent it is 

necessary or desirable to translate them into the TL (James K. 2002). 

 

The Aspect of culture in translation was already considered by Nida (1964:130) when 

he says, “Difference between cultures may cause more severe complications for the 

translator than do differences in language structure”.  

 

Newmark proposes two opposing ways for translating cultural words: transference and 

componential analysis (Newmark, 1988:96). According to him transference gives local 
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color, keeping cultural names and concepts. Even though he places emphasis on culture, 

meaningful to initiates readers, he accepts this method could cause problems for the 

general readership and limit the comprehension of certain aspects. In the other side 

remarking the importance of the translation process in communication, he proposes 

componential analysis as the most accurate translating procedure, which excludes the 

culture and highlights the message. 

 

2.4. Technical aspects 

  

2.4.1. Internet 

 

Nowadays, many people use Internet as their source for information and entertainment, 

but if someone is very interested in this amazing system he/she should not only mange 

it; he/she should know how this huge network arose and how it works. 

 

Internet can be defined as a global system of interconnected computers. Its organization 

permits users to share and download information to their own computer’s local memory. 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet). 

 

Internet’s backgrounds are on USA’s military experiments whose initial purpose was to 

create a huge computer network, which could offer information access from any place 

of the country when needed. This project was called ARPANET (Advanced Research 

Project Agency Network) and began on February, 1958. 

 

One of the first scientists interested in designing such system was J.C Licklider who 

worked at IPTO (Information Processing Technology Office). Licklider had the idea to 

interconnect computers to share information. This is why he asked Lawrence Roberts to 

develop a project to make this amazing net. Therefore, Roberts based his technology on 

Paul Baran’s work who proposed the theory of packet switching as opposed to circuit 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
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switching to develop a huge network, which makes possible to transmit and received 

information by many channels. After much work ARPANET began its first 

interconnection between UCLA University and SRI in Menlo Park California on 

October 29, 1969. 

 

Later this project, whose beginning was military kind, was used with academic purposes 

since universities such as MIT and UCLA were fully interested in exploiting this new 

technology. Therefore, in order to transmit data, two protocols were designed TCP and 

IP (Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Protocol.) 

 

Some years after this system was used with commercial purposes since the opening of 

the network to commercial interests started in 1988 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet). 

This way this network started to grow until getting today’s scope. 

 

   2.4.2. Internet facts 

 

 By June 30, 2008, 1.463 billion people use internet according to Internet World 

Stats. 

 The prevalent language for communication on the internet is English 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet). 

 After English (29% of Web Visitors) the most requested languages on the World 

Wide Web are Chinese (19%), Spanish (9%) Japanese (6%), French (5%) and 

German (4%). (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet). 

 

In one phrase, it could be said that Internet is getting the world smaller and smaller. 

Now let’s have a look at the software which makes possible to design a web page. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
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2.4.2.1. HTML   

  

These are the initials of a programming language called Hyper Text Mark-up Language 

commonly used in designing web pages and their respective interface. It provides the 

structure of a webpage through a sequence of functions written by means of tags 

surrounded by angle brackets (<>), which permit to have a text with interactive forms 

such as:  interconnected texts through links, embedded images, menus, text or images 

displayed as a bubble when user clicks on screen or just hovers over it, to download 

videos or music and many other uses. 

 

HTML is based on a chain of tags composed by an initial one and a closing one these 

contain certain elements which are necessary when designing web pages. These 

elements are: the angle brackets, the attributes and the content. The attribute goes at first 

(initial tag) and at the end (final tag), the content in the middle of them. 

 

For example if someone writes: 

 

“Linguistics is focused mainly on studying natural languages” 

 

And if the word “natural “is going to be changed in bold type in HTML  its respective 

tag sequence will be: 

 

Linguistics is focused mainly on studying <strong>natural </strong>languages. 

 

Then once this is uploaded, something like this will be displayed on a webpage: 

 

 

Linguistics is focused mainly on studying natural languages. 
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The tag sequence can be analyzed this way: 

 

Fig. 5:  Tag sequence 

 

                                                INITIAL TAG                             FINAL TAG 

                                                                      

Angle bracket    <strong>         natural        </strong>        languages 

 

                                    

                                           Attribute          content        Attribute 

 

2.4.2.2. Hyper text 

 

Hyper text means what is beyond a simple text (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext).  

This definition fits very well since a hypertext revolutionized what a classical text is, 

since a hypertext breaks the limitations of the first one because this offers the possibility 

to go beyond from what is written through links called hyperlinks, which allow internet 

user to obtain additional information just clicking on it. This new information can 

appear like another text from the same website or from other, moreover this information 

can also be displayed as a video clip (if available). 

 

2.4.2.3. Hyperlink 

 

In Computer Science, a hyperlink is an element of a hypertext, which allows Internet 

user to obtain more information about a specific topic just clicking on it. This 

information can be part of the same web page or can lead user to another related 

website.  

 

Let’s have a brief look at hypertext and hyperlink examples: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext
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“The elements of the context have been left behind from Linguistics researches 

because of its non systematic characteristics. However it has been the core for 

sociology, anthropology and ethnology which have interpreted it as the socio-cultural 

dimensions of comprehension and communication among human beings”.  (Marcelta 

Bertuccelli Papi,1993: 187). 

 

The text above is a classical one, static, without variation; however, a hypertext offers 

the possibility to add more information through links called hyperlinks to any word or 

phrase. 

 

For example, if the word “core” needed extra information, a hyperlink on it, through 

HTML, would be included. 

 

To create a hyperlink, previously, another document is needed to be connected. Once 

the URL is established, the hyperlink is ready to be uploaded. 

 

“The elements of the context have been left behind from Linguistics researches 

because of its non systematic characteristics. However it has been the   

  <a href="file:///C|/core.doc">core</a> for sociology, anthropology and 

ethnology which have interpreted it as the socio-cultural dimensions of 

comprehension and communication among human beings”.  (Marcelta 

Bertuccelli, 1993). 

 

 

Analyzing the tag sequence:   <a href="file:///C|/core.doc">core</a> 

                                                    Initial tag         URL          content   final tag 

 

Once it is uploaded something like this will appear on the screen: 
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“The elements of the context have been left behind from Linguistics 

researches because of its non systematic characteristics. However it has 

been the core for sociology, anthropology and ethnology 

                
 which have interpreted it as the socio-cultural dimensions of 
comprehension and communication among human beings”.  (Marcelta 

Bertucceli ,1993). 
 

 

Now the word “core” has been highlighted in blue and a small hand appears when it is 

hovered over the screen, which means a hyperlink has been inserted in that word, which 

implies that, now, this word has extra information. 

 

When the hyperlink is clicked on, this additional information will appear: 

 

 

 

After a hyperlink is clicked, it turns into purple, which means that this data source was 

already used. This computer technology allows developing a new translation model 
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focused on transmitting additional information to those terms whose meaning is linked 

to their respective context.  

 

In order to do that, Agency’s engineer created a database where all this terminology 

could be included. This new information source was called, lately, Hyper Context. 

 

2.5. Hyper Context 

 

This is the name of new Agency’s web page data source, which includes all those terms, 

collected whose meaning was connected to certain extent to their context, in this case 

Bolivian ongoing situation. 

 

Hyper-context was designed based on interlinked document principles or hypertexts 

through hyperlinks that allow user to obtain more information on a specific matter just 

clicking on the hyperlinks.  

 

As it was explained in the problem statement there are terms in L1 texts whose meaning 

is closely linked to its context then to carry this meaning into another language it is 

necessary to add certain additional information which supplies reader this context to 

certain degree. 

 

For example, this is a translation carried out at Bolivian News Agency website where a 

hyperlink was inserted:                  

                                                    (To carry out this task, all the steps explained before were used) 
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ORIGINAL VERSION (Published on ABI’s website on August 19, 2008 

 

 

 

                      Juntas vecinales de Tarija decidieron no apoyar el paro del Conalde 
 
    Tarija, 19 ago (ABI).- La Federación de Juntas Vecinales de la ciudad de Tarija decidió no acatar 

el paro de 24 horas convocado por el Consejo Nacional Democrático (Conalde) y rechazaron la 
medida de presión por considerarlo político. 
 
    "Este paro cívico, como de costumbre, pretende ser impuesto a la población que tiene sus 
negocios, además a quienes decidieron desarrollar su trabajo de manera normal, ya que tienen que 
llevar el pan de cada día a sus hogares", manifestó Inocencio Almazán, dirigente de la Asociación de 
Juntas Vecinales de Tarija. 

 
    "Esta medida sólo busca satisfacer los intereses de unos cuantos, por eso no nos beneficia en 
nada y no lo apoyamos", agregó. 
 
    Según Almazán, las 25 organizaciones barriales, tanto vecinos como sus dirigentes, que 
conforman la asociación, se encuentran molestos y cansados con las decisiones arbitrarias que 

asumen los dirigentes cívicos del departamento y que la realización de esta medida de presión se 
cometería una agresión contra la población. 

 
   Lamentó que hasta el momento en los diferentes barrios alejados del centro de la ciudad de Tarija, 
el prefecto Mario Cossío no haya realizado ninguna obra de beneficio de la población. 
 
    Así que no justificó la demanda de devolución del Impuesto Directo a los Hidrocarburos (IDH), por 

la cual se realiza el paro. 
 
    El dirigente barrial adelantó que su organización comenzará en los próximos días a realizar 
medidas de presión con el objetivo de que los recursos provenientes del IDH sean utilizados en la 
instalación de los servicios básicos para las zonas marginales de la ciudad. 
Afbs/Rq                ABI 
 

 

TRANSLATION (Carried out the same day, hrs. 14: 57:48) 

 

terms selected were: the acronym “CONALDE” and the authority “Prefect” 

 

Hyperlink 1:<b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>CONALDE</a></b>  

 

Hyperlink 2: <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>Prefect</a></b>  
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ABI: REJECTION – STRIKE 

 

                 Citizen organizations at Tarija reject CONALDE’s strike 

                                                                      
Tarija, Aug, 19, (ABI).- Citizen Organizations at Tarija decided not to obey the 24 hour strike 
organized by CONALDE since they consider it just a political affair. 
                       
"This strike as usual is imposed to those who want to do their duties and to feed their families" 

Inocencio Alamazan, Leader of Citizen Organizations of Tarija, stated.  
 
According to Almazan, 25 Citizen Organizations from different neighborhoods are fed up with those 
decisions made by Tarija’s civic committee. He pointed out that this kind of measure represented 
just an attack against citizenship. 
 

He regretted that Prefect Mario Cossio has not carried out any work for those poor areas of the city.  

                            
That is why this leader disagrees with this strike, which asks for IDH (Direct Tax on Hydrocarbons) 
replacement. 

 
Afbs/Rq                ABI 
Translation: G. Martin Escobar M. 
Suggestions: macourse@latinmail.com  

                

 

Once the users clicked these links, they lead them to Hyper Context where the new 

information is given.  For example let’s suppose they chose the hyperlinked word 

“Prefect” they would obtain what follows downer. 

 

 

http://abi.bo/index.php?i=hyper_context
http://abi.bo/index.php?i=hyper_context
mailto:macourse@latinmail.com
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 Hyper Context is the result of a process concentrated on giving reader an extra 

information “load” to help him in the comprehension of Bolivian news.  

 

All the details about its design will be given in the Methodology section. 

 

2.6. About context 

 

To define what context is, it is a real difficult matter since many authors have tried to 

explain what context could be. However, previously to define what context is some of 

them make an analysis of its nature.  

 

Marcelta Bertuccelli (1993, Pg. 187) explains, “The elements of the context have 

been left behind from Linguistics researches because of its non systematic 

characteristics. However it has been the core for sociology, anthropology and 

ethnology” which have interpreted it as the socio-cultural dimensions of 

comprehension and communication among human beings”.   

 

Context could be many things in order to understand how human language works; this 

could be just the words that surround another word. For example if someone says or 

writes: 

The can is on the desk 

 

The word “can” in the example, above refers to a metal object, which was put on a 

desk, this is a noun but not a verb. It looks very clear owing to the words surrounding it. 

However, is this the only way how can human being understand a message? just by the 

words which surround it?... what happens If someone says:  

 

A can could you?... 
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If meaning only depended on words, this message would not be understandable. 

However, if this message is uttered in a store when someone is buying a determined 

can, the salesman would understand completely. 

 

What about if someone left a note like this: 

 

                       I see you at the game. 

 

Again, if only meaning depended on words, the previous message would not be clear. 

Questions like: what kind of game? or where does that game take place?..would appear. 

To understand this message a previously talk with the author’s note would be necessary 

in order to have the respective context. 

 

In that sense, context is more than just words; this is also an extra linguistic world. But 

the story does not end there, let’s imagine someone said in a store: 

 

Bluetooth, could you?... 

 

To understand this utterance the surrounding words and the place are not enough to 

comprehend it, otherwise, it is necessary the concept of “Bluetooth” which is: a device 

to retrieve information, which comes wireless. 

 

Therefore, context is not only the surrounding words, the place or time where the 

message is expressed either written or spoken but also the knowledge stored in mind 

about something concerned in a talk or any text. 

 

In that sense, Marcelta Bertuccelli (1993:187) mentions Bronckart’s work (1985), who 

explained that to make a theory about context implies to develop a world or universe 

model even about whatever individual thought. 
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Slama Cazacu, (1970:293) already anticipated that context is a complex phenomenon 

whose limits were not clear because even, she explained, that context could be a stock 

of information. 

 

But the features of context regarding human language comprehension could be just the 

place where the message is uttered (location) when the message is uttered (time) and 

the information the speaker and hearer have in mind about a specific topic which is 

called by Marcelta Bertuccelli (1993:194) as a part of a mutual knowledge ( based on 

Clark and Marshall’s studies, 1981).   It could be great, but this is not only that. For 

Teun A. Van Dijk, (1995:273-274), context is dynamic what means it is constantly 

changing.  

 

So far, the discussion was what on the earth context is, to that purpose different authors 

were consulted, so based on the previous theory, the next diagram tries to show the 

elements present in context. 

 

Fig.6: factors inside  context 

CONTEXT 

              LOCATION                                                                                                      TIME 

  

  STOCK OF INFORMATION                   MUTUAL KNOWLEDGE 

        

 

                                                                      

 

 

 

 

PERCEPTION OF A CHANGING WORLD 
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All the elements described above are needed for human language understanding 

regarding context. Through the present work,  ABI’s website user counts on one of this 

element by means of hypertexts, this is the information available inside the news 

translation to communicate terms which just are understood under Bolivian context. 

 

For example, this heading: 

 

President Morales will meet with Media Luna´s representatives 

 

 It is necessary to insert a hypertext in the terms “Media Luna” to make this sentence 

understandable. 
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3.  METHODOLOGY 

 

 

Based on the previous conceptual reference the procedures followed to achieve the 

objectives set (Pg.11) are explained. 

 

It is necessary to highlight this work was divided into two main parts and each one has 

its own methodology according to its requirements as follows. The first part presents the 

article translation methodology and the second one, the project development 

methodology.  

 

 3.1. Article translation methodology 

 

The translation work developed at News Agency started on March 1st, 2008 and finished 

on September 8th, 2008 and it was  divided into two shifts: 

 

1st. Shift:  10:00 – 16:00, covered by Martin Escobar 

2nd. Shift: 16:00 – 22:00, covered by Sonia Prado 

 

This schedule was from Monday to Friday; besides, the translators had to alternate turns 

on weekends covering the schedule from 14:00 to 20:00. 

 

An important aspect to be considered during 2008 was the different political events such 

as referenda on Autonomous Statutes in some regions, repeal referendum, the new 

Political Constitution passing at Congress and certain conflictive talks between 

Government and different organizations. Most of the news broadcast by ABI were 
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related to those events and that meant the translator had to deal with those articles most 

of the time. 

 

3.1.1. The process of translation 

 

The first step in the process of translation was to choose one of the main articles 

broadcast on the ABI’s website, most of the time they used to be related to the political 

or governmental area. The length of each article varies from three paragraphs to eight 

and ten paragraphs, the reader could see more examples of them in the annexes 2. 

 

Once the translator had read the article carefully, the second step was to translate it 

following some methods and techniques proposed by Newmark (1988) who says that 

methods are related to whole texts and procedures are used for translating sentences and 

smaller units of language. 

 

3.1.2. Types of translation 

 

At this stage, each translator chose a respective material to be translated applying 

different methods to do it. Reviewing the theoretical reference, it is found that most of 

the authors say that the equivalence matter is one of the aspects that translators have to 

face with. Therefore  they propose some methods and techniques to achieve accurate 

translations; thus, Baker (1992) and Larson(1983) agree that the meaning, which is 

manipulated and influenced by participants in a communicative situation, is the base for 

translation, then the best kind of translation is the meaning-based translation, 

considering the same aspects Newmark (1988) proposes the semantic translation. 

 

The methods and techniques applied during the process of translation depended on the 

structure of the articles and on the experience of the translator to deal with each article.  
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However, the first months of work, most of the translations were  modified literal but 

later the chief Director of ABI, Lic. Grover Cardozo, ask for developing shorter articles 

because he thought that was very important to translate the article’s content and to count 

on more articles, his instruction was to reduce from eight or nine paragraphs of Spanish 

version to five or six paragraphs in English version. Therefore, translations had to 

change from a modified literal translation to semantic or communicative one. 

 

 Modified Literal translation 

 
             Sittel asegura cumplir la ley y no pretende coartar libertad de expresión 

   
  La Paz, 19 mar (ABI).- El superintendente de Telecomunicaciones (Sittel), Jorge Nava, explicó este 
miércoles que la circular emitida a todos los medios de comunicación se lo hizo en cumplimiento a la ley y 
sin pretender coartar el derecho a la libertad de expresión. 

 

Sittel assures to obey the law and does not intend to limit freedom of speech 

 
La Paz, March 19 (ABI).-  The supervisor of  Telecommunications (Sittel), Jorge Nava, 
explained, this Wednesday, that the notification  given  to mass media was done obeying the 
law and without trying to limit the freedom of speech. 

 

 

This example shows that the translated text was converted to the nearest Target 

Language equivalent; the sentences construction suffered very little alteration. 

 

 Faithful translation 

                   El presidente recibió energía del sol en el inicio del nuevo año aymara 5.516 

 
Tiwanaku (La Paz), 21 (ABI).- El presidente Evo Morales levantó las manos la madrugada de este sábado para 
recibir los primeros rayos del sol y captar toda la energía positiva que será transmitida en cada una de su 
actividades que desarrolle en el año aymara 5.516. 
 
    De esa forma el primer Presidente Indígena de Latinoamérica realzó la celebración de la fiesta del 
Willkakuti o el retorno del Sol en esta población, Patrimonio Cultural de la Humanidad. 
 
     El presidente estuvo rodeado por el Consejo de Ayllus y Comunidades Originarias de Tiwanaku, la Junta de 
Vecinos y el Consejo de Amautas, además de autoridades del municipio, el Viceministerio de Cultura y la 
prefectura paceña   
 
     Como cada 21 de junio el mundo aymara marcó otra vez el inicio del Machaq Mara (año nuevo andino), 
que consiste en recibir los rayos del sol, que atraviesan por el monumento de la Puerta del Sol del complejo 
Arqueológico de Tiwanaku. 

 
  El presidente compartió las ceremonias religiosas que recuerdan un pasado lleno de esplendor. 
Este sábado los rayos del sol al amanecer penetraron por la puerta del templo Kalasasaya e iluminó 
al monolito Bennett. 
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President Morales received solar energy at the beginning of 5.516 Aymara 

year 

 

Tiwanaku (La Paz), June 21 (ABI).-  President Evo Morales  raised his hands this 

Saturday to receive the first rays of sunlight  and to get all the positive energy that 

would be shown in the activities to be developed in the 5.516 Aymara year. 

 

The President participated in the ceremony of Willkakuti or winter solstice in this 

town, surrounded by members of the Ayllus (native societies) and Native 

Communities of Tiwanaku, local authorities and Governmental representatives. 

 

As each June 21, this morning; the Aymara culture celebrated the Machaq Mara 

(Andean new year).The main part of the ceremony was when the first rays of 

sunlight cross through  La Puerta del Sol (sun gate monument) lighting up the 

monolith “Bennett”. 
 

 

In the example above, based on faithful translation, the cultural words (underlined 

ones) from Source Language were transferred to Target Text in order to keep the 

Source Language writer’s intentions and trying to reproduce the contextual meaning of 

the original text. 

 

 

 Semantic translation 

 

   

Ni autonomía ni revocatoria de mandato debe ser obstáculo para el 

diálogo 

  

   La Paz, 08 may (ABI).- El Defensor del Pueblo, Waldo Albarracín,  manifestó 

hoy que para responder al diálogo que convocó el Jefe de Estado no debe ser 

obstáculo la Ley de Referéndum Revocatorio del Mandato Popular del 

Presidente de la República, del Vicepresidente y de los prefectos de 

departamento ni el proceso autonómico. 

 

    "Independientemente de los procesos autonómicos y de la Ley de 

Revocatoria, el escenario del diálogo sigue siendo una alternativa para pacificar 

el país. El país no puede darse el lujo de seguir viviendo bajo enfrentamientos 

interno", apuntó. 

 

    Por tanto, Albarracín exhortó a los prefectos, sobre todo, de la llamada 

"media luna", escuchar y responder al llamado del presidente Evo Morales, e 

instalar el diálogo a la brevedad posible con o sin mediadores. 
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Nor autonomy neither repeal referendum should be obstacle for the 

talks 

 

 La Paz, May 08 (ABI).- Today, the ombudsman, Waldo Albarracin stated that 

neither the Law of repeal referendum of Bolivian President, Vice-president and  

prefects office nor the autonomous process must be an obstacle to be part of 

the talks asked by President Morales.  

 

“Independently of autonomous process and the law of  repeal referendum, 

the dialogue is still being an alternative for pacifying Bolivia. Our country cannot 

afford to keep living under internal clashes”, said Albarracin. 

 

Therefore, he urged prefects of “media luna” region to listen and to reply  

President Morales’ call, and being part of the talks  as soon as possible.   

 

 

Here, it is shown that taking into account the aesthetic value of the SL text proposed 

by the semantic method, some words from Source Language text were converted in 

functional terms (underlined words) that are culturally neutral but not necessarily 

cultural equivalents.  

 

 Communicative translation 

 
El Canciller asegura que la OEA y países amigos están prestos a facilitar el diálogo 

    
 La Paz, 04 sep (ABI).- El canciller David Choquehuanca aseguró este jueves que la 
Organización de Estados Americanos (OEA) y países amigos como Brasil, Colombia y 
Argentina, están prestos a facilitar el diálogo entre los opositores y el Gobierno, para 

solucionar las diferencias existentes entre ambos sectores en Bolivia. 
 
   "La última resolución de la OEA recomienda seguir facilitando el diálogo en Bolivia; además, 
los países amigos como la Argentina, Brasil, Colombia están pendientes de Bolivia; también 
otras organizaciones se han manifestado para que los bolivianos podamos resolver mediante 
el diálogo nuestros problemas", declaró la autoridad. 

 
    Choquehuanca, que fue citado este jueves al Senado para que informe sobre la constitución 

de la Unión de Naciones Suramericanas (Unasur), señaló que es importante apostar al diálogo 
y no ir a la violencia como está ocurriendo en algunas regiones del país. 
 
    "Para nosotros es importante que sea el soberano en última instancia quien 
decida. Nosotros hemos presentado un proyecto de nueva Constitución y dejaremos 

al pueblo que decida pacíficamente, democráticamente mediante el voto", expresó el 
Canciller al dejar en claro que el Gobierno no está de acuerdo con la violencia ya que el 
camino del diálogo siempre está abierto. 
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Choquehuanca says neighbouring countries and OAS are able to assist in 

talks 

 

La Paz, September 04 (ABI).- This Thursday, David Choquehuanca, minister of 

Foreign Affair, assured that the Organization of American States (OAS) and 

neighbouring countries were able to assist in the talks between 

opponents and the Government, in order to solve the differences between 

both sectors. 

 

“The last OAS’ resolution advises to continue facilitating the talks in Bolivia; 

also, our neighbouring countries such as Argentina, Brazil, and Colombia are 

expecting to help in the talks”. Choquehuanca stated. 

 

He insists on the importance of the talks instead of going to violent 

actions as it is happening in some regions of Bolivia, “We presented the 

new Bolivian Political Constitution proposal and we will allow people to decide 

over it in a pacific way, democratically with their vote”. 

 

 
 

This text shows the content and grammatical structures of Target Language are 

comprehensible to the reader; the translated text attempts to communicate the same 

message of the Source Language. The TL text is focused on emphasizing the content 

of the message and not the details like: where this statement was made and who were 

the listeners. 

 

3.1.3. Daily activities of the translator 

 

These were the translator’s duties: 

 

1st. Translating the news articles 

2nd. Checking the translated articles 

3rd. Uploading the translated articles at the section of Latest News on 

ABI’s website.  
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To do this job, the Agency had a laptop that was connected to the main services net 

managed by Telematica, through this internal service it was possible to upload the 

translated articles straight to Latest News that was part of the ABI’s site. 

 

3.1.4. Facing other aspects 

 

A common day in the Agency started with news, for example related to  Evo Morales’ 

speeches posted on ABI’s site. The request of the Agency’s chief was to translate these 

instead of others. One aspect faced in translating President’s speeches is to reflect this 

political stream channelled into destroying right-wing actions. It can be seen in the 

adjectives, verbs and nouns used by the President. As it will be seen in the next 

example: 

 

                    Evo asegura que una oposición reducida se volvió más radical en Bolivia 

 
    La Paz, 29 jul (ABI).- El presidente Evo Morales declaró la noche de este martes que la oposición 
se reduce cada vez más en el país, pero a cambio de ello, radicaliza más sus medidas en contra 
de las políticas de Gobierno que van a favor de las mayorías. 

 

    "Siento que cada vez se reduce la oposición, pero como se reduce es mucho más radical", dijo 
el Mandatario haciendo una comparación de los sectores opositores en Venezuela y Cuba que 
arremeten con más fuerza. 
 
    El Jefe de Estado explicó que frente a Cuba y Venezuela, en Bolivia la reacción del sector 
opositor es menor. 
 

    Agregó que si bien la oposición fue derrotada en las urnas durante las elecciones del 18 de 
diciembre de 2005, actualmente controla los medios de comunicación, la justicia y otros espacios 
como el Senado Nacional, desde donde arremete contra el Gobierno. 
 
    Sin embargo, Morales dijo que cuanta más agresiones, provocaciones, ofensas y 
discriminación practica la oposición, hay mayor responsabilidad de buscar salidas, soluciones y la 

unidad entre los bolivianos. 

 
    Asimismo, manifestó que muchos le aconsejan que ser Presidente es hacer buenos negocios 
para su pueblo, para su país, y a la vez, tener mucha paciencia. 
 
   "Yo muchas veces dije que creo que estoy preparado para ser dirigente sindical, porque cuando 
aparece un opositor quiero destrozarlo; sin embargo me dicen que como Presidente tengo que 

tolerar y aguantar", señaló. 
 
    Morales expresó también estar  mucho más convencido de que el proceso de cambio es 
imparable porque las transformaciones y la revolución buscan la igualdad entre los bolivianos. 
Pta/Dgav            ABI 
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              Evo assures that Opposition in Bolivia became smaller but more radical 

 

La Paz, July, 30, (ABI).-  President Morales stated yesterday night that Opposition in 

Bolivia gets smaller, but at the same time gets more radical regarding its measures 

against Government’s policies which favoured the majority. 

 

"I think Opposition gets smaller, but owing to this, it becomes more radical." The 

President said. 

 

However, Morales considers that Opposition’s reaction in Bolivia is less than this that 

happens in countries such as Venezuela and Cuba. 

 

Besides that, he pointed out that although Opposition was defeated in the elections on 

December 2005, there were certain spaces such as the media, the Justice and national 

senate from where it attacked against his Administration. 

 

He added that the more offences, attack and insults the Opposition made, the more 

responsible he felt with the country to look for solutions and the unity among Bolivians. 

 

Finally, he said that the transformations, Bolivia was living, were very difficult to stop 

them, since this was a revolution that looks for equality among Bolivians. 

 

Pta/Dgav            ABI 

Translation: G. Martin Escobar M. 

 

 

3.1.5. Source of reference in the translation process 

 

 

During the process of translation, the most used tools were bilingual and monolingual 

dictionaries and websites that provide on-line dictionaries: 

 

Collins Bilingual Dictionary 

Collins COBUILD Advanced learner’s English Dictionary, CD-ROM. 

www.wordreference.com 

www.thefreedictionary.com 

www.translationdirectory.com/article634.htm 

www.wikipedia.org 

  www.dictionary.law.com/ 

http://www.wordreference.com/
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/
http://www.translationdirectory.com/article634.htm
http://www.wikipedia.org/
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3.1.6. Evaluation 

 

The evaluation criteria was divided into two: one, done by Academic tutor, Lic. M. 

Virginia Coronado and the other by the Institutional tutor, Lic. Grover Cardozo 

during the first four months and Lic. Delfin Arias, the last three months. This 

evaluation is shown through the following chart designed by Professor Coronado:  

 
EVALUACIÓN TRABAJO DIRIGIDO  

UMSA – DIRECCIÓN NACIONAL DE  COMUNICACIÓN SOCIAL 

PRIMER   BIMESTRE  ( 20 FEBRERO  - 20  ABRIL)  

 

 
M. Virginia Coronado Conde         Grover Cardozo Alcalá  

Tutor Academico          Tutor Institutional 

 

 This evaluation was made each two months, obtaining this way three evaluations of 

the same kind (1st March-April, 2nd May – June and 3rd July – August) during the stay 

at the Agency. 

 

3.1.7. Production of translated news 

 

Fig. 7: Production of translator 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nº POSTULANTE EXACTITUD 

 

65 % 

TERMINOLOGÍA 

 

65 % 

ESTILISTICA 

 

65 % 

NOTA - TUTOR 

INSTITUCIONAL 

65% 

NOTA 

FINAL 

65% 

1 Guido Martín Escóbar 
Mendieta   

     

2 Sonia Prado Pérez      

 

 

TRANSLATOR TIME MONTH  TRANSLATED 

ARTICLES 

 

M
A

R
T

IN
 E

S
C

O
B

A
R

 

 

 

 

10:00-16:00 

MARCH 30 

APRIL 27 

MAY 32 

JUNE 33 

JULY 30 

AUGUST 30 

SEPTEMBER 8 

 TOTAL TRANSLATIONS 190 
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Fig. 8: Production of translator 2 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The charts show the total articles translated per month and the final production after 

the six months of work. The translation was about from two or three articles per day 

depending on the length of the Spanish version texts, which takes two to three hours 

per translation 

 

3.2. Project development methodology 

 

3.2.1. Hyperlink insertion 

 

The idea of inserting hyperlinks did not appear immediately we got the agency; 

certain stages had to pass to get this concept, in order to solve the problem stated in 

page nine. These stages are described downer:  

 

 3.2.1.1. Observation 

 

The first step was to understand how internet works and how this system overcame 

those problems faced in trying to give additional information when needed. Then, 

over a month, (approximately ) the goal was observing Internet functioning and how 

TRANSLATOR TIME MONTH TRANSLATED 

ARTICLES 
 

S
o

n
ia

 P
ra

d
o

 
 

 

 

16:00-22:00 

MARCH 55 

APRIL 55 

MAY 52 

JUNE 50 

JULY 52 

AUGUST 52 

SEPTEMBER 8 

TOTAL TRANSLATIONS 323 
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webpage’s interface gave more information in their texts. This observation helped to 

conclude that websites solved this problem based on highlighted words, which 

displayed more information from either the same webpage or other when they were 

clicked on them.  

 

After a brief literature review, it was found that this device is called hyperlink a single 

way to offer more information about a specific topic in Internet.  

  

 Hyperlinks would be a great aid in giving additional information for that terminology 

which was closely linked to Bolivian Context.  

 

3.2.1.2. Terminology selection 

 

After the idea of using hyperlinks in the translation was already defined, a 

terminology selection started of those words or acronyms, which should have 

additional information based on the following criteria and going through different 

stages: 

 

 1st. CRITERION: Selecting information areas 

  

According to the survey applied on agency’s staff (fig. 2, pg. 7), it is shown five main 

areas: 

 

    1. Politics 

    2. Economy 

    3. Society 

    4. Culture 

    5. Sports 

 

The graphic shows that journalists put a very high interest on Political and Economy 

news.  However, in spite of Economy has reached the same level as Politics  this area 

0

2

4

6

Serie1

Serie1 6 6 2 1 1

POLI ECO SOCI CULT DEP
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was taken out from the list since economic terminology is very general and has its 

respective equivalents, which are understood worldwide, for example: 

 

  Spanish (SL)      English (TL) 

  Acciones       shares 

  Accionistas       shareholders 

  Impuestos       taxes 

  Inversiones       investments 

  Prestamos       loans 

   

The same situation happens with Sports area where the terminology has its 

equivalents, which are understood worldwide, for example: 

 

  Spanish (SL)      English (TL) 

  Arquero       goalkeeper   

  Equipo        team 

  Jugadores       players 

  Partido        match 

  Puntaje        score 

 

Therefore, the areas left in the list are Politics, Society and Culture. These areas were 

selected since they present certain terminology, which is exclusive from a single 

society within its political structure, habits and customs.  Besides that, History is 

included since this area reflects the events that cause changes in a country. Then the 

chosen areas are: 

 SOCIETY  

 POLITICS 

 CULTURE  

 HISTORY 

 

 2nd. CRITERION:  Selected terms according their role 
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3.2.1.2.1. Society 

 

As it is known, no society is completely similar to other one and this situation gets 

more complex when these societies speak different languages. Therefore, those words 

or terms that arose only in Bolivian context such as social organizations, especially 

those social groups that have an important role in Bolivian history’s changes were 

included: 

TERMS ROLE 

1. PONCHOS ROJOS 

2. JUNTA VECINAL  

3. FEJUVE 

4. COB 

5. COR 

6. CIDOB 

7. CONAMAQ 

8. COCALEROS 

 

These organizations promoted Sanchez de 

Lozada’s resignation; moreover, they 

defended a new gas policy in Bolivia and 

supported current government. 

9. COMITE CIVICO 

10. UNION JUVENIL CRUCEÑISTA 

11. COMITE CIVICO PRO SANTA CRUZ 

12. CANEB 

13. CADEX 

14. CAINCO 

These organizations, primarily, promoted 

to convert their regions in autonomous 

governments and eventually they opposed 

MAS’ policies regarding natural resources 

recovery.  

15. DEFENSOR DEL PUEBLO  

 

This authority tried to mediate between 

Social organizations either those supported 

MAS government and those supported 
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3.2.1.2.2. Politics 

 

 2008 for Bolivia was one of the electoral years due to the several referenda: such as 

the autonomous referendums in four Departments and the repeal referendum, those 

processes allowed to old and new political parties to be part of the daily news. At the 

same time Morales’ Administration applied new policies that gave birth to new terms 

to name those policies, among the most important ones are:    

 

TERM ROLE 

1. MAS 

2. PODEMOS 

3. UN 

4. MNR 

  

These parties formed the political setting in Bolivia during 2005 – 

2008. 

 

5. PREFECTO  

This authority played an important role from 2003, when they 

became autonomous from National government. 

 

6. DEPARTAMENTO 

Bolivia is geographic and politically divided into nine main 

regions, which, sometimes, turned out to be allies or opposition to 

National Government. 

7. CONALDE This big political organization constituted the main opposition force 

to Morales’ government.  

8. IDH 

9. BONO JUANCITO PINTO  

IDH consolidated as an important tax used to generate different 

economic and political measures such as the bonds. Moreover, its 

distribution to Bolivian regions caused serious problems for 

Morales’ Administration. 

Autonomous regions. 

16. CONALCAM 

 

This mass organization tried to join the 

main socialist groups in Bolivia as an 

antagonist group to CONALDE. 
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10. BONO DIGNIDAD 

11. REFERENDUM 

REVOCATORIO 

12. CNE 

13. CDE 

 

Referenda held in our country meant a great advance in democratic 

matter and these events, obviously involved electoral entities 

such as National Court and regional ones. 

14. MEDIA LUNA 

 

This term appeared to name those regions where opposition 

prefects belong, whose ideology was to separate the country, 

according to President Morales.   

(The acronyms described above, are fully written in Annexes 1) 

 

3.2.1.2.3. Culture  

 

Any society has different ways to perceive the world and consequently this human 

group gives names to situations, events or activities in a single way. This is why it is 

considered that those ancient practices or names given to a particular phenomenon 

occurring in Bolivia must be inserted as a hyperlink. 

Words such as: 

 

TERM ROLE 

 

 1. AKHULLIKU 

        2. APTHAPI 

These ancient practices identify certain unions such 

as miners, cocaleros, drivers and others, these 

groups used to do it during demonstrations. 

3. PONCHO 

4. AGUALLO 

 

These materials characterize people from Bolivian 

Andean region whose role was to promote 

constitutional reforms. 
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5. WIPHALA 

 

This flag symbolized native people liberation and 

important referent of groups linked to President 

Morales. 

6. KOLLA 

7. CAMBA 

8. CHAPACO 

 

These nicknames reflected during Bolivian riots a 

certain degree of discrimination among Bolivian 

regions. 

 

3.2.1.2.4. History  

 

No event can be understood without knowing previously its history, so those 

terms that arose from Bolivian history and had an important role in the political, 

social and economic changes in Bolivian history were selected. 

 

 

TERM ROLE 

1. OCTUBRE 2003 This year marked a new political, social and 

economic stream channeled into turning from right 

wind’s view to left-socialist one. 

2. EVO MORALES Evo Morales became the person in charge of 

carrying out the social, political and economic 

reforms required by social movements. Moreover, he 

constitutes the first indigenous President. 

3. PROCESO DE CAMBIO This phrase reflects Morales’ ideology regarding 

social political and economic changes. 

4. AUTONOMIA Autonomy followers state to distribute central 

power, which comes from La Paz, to different 

regions of Bolivia. 
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During the stay at ABI, its journalists focused greatly on social and political fields 

especially, since New Political Constitution Promulgation by President Morales. This 

fact caused a serious reaction in radical sectors from Bolivian Eastern such as Civic 

Committees, Young Organizations and Entrepreneurs. Who did not recognize this 

document since this did not reflect their Autonomy model. Therefore, these sectors 

decided to hold electoral processes looking for people’s approval of autonomous 

statutes, which were already written by Prefectural councils. This deed was rejected 

by Morales’ administration and was pointed as illegal electoral processes. As the time 

goes by these groups pressed Government to give back entirely incomes from IDH, 

for that purpose they went on strikes and radical groups looted and attacked 

governmental entities. These movements caused hard reactions in President’s 

followers who, even, threat on invading Santa Cruz. All these events increased 

hyperlinks number in Social and Political areas as the following graph shows. 

 

fig. 9: Number of hyperlinks developed from march to September 2008 

 

 

Total= 42 

The number of hyperlinks in the social field is the highest one since news, most of the 

time, were about social groups, their leaders and their actions. Moreover, as any 

society, the social and political are related one another, this is why the number of 

hyperlinks in the political field is also high. 

 

However, the culture and history terms were also present in news although with a 

lower range. 
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3.2.1.3. Searching for literature 

 

All the selected words were divided into groups of five to ease the work of looking 

information about them either books, magazines, newspapers or websites.  

 

In the case of certain terms that were introduced in our cultural context not long ago 

like “autonomia”, “media luna”, “proceso de cambio”, it was not possible to find a 

clear definition, therefore, the chief director of ABI was interviewed. (see the 

complete interview  transcripts in annexes 3). 

 

3.2.1.4. Writing 

 

Having the information collected, small texts in Spanish were written. The text 

writing was according to the kind of information. For example: if the text was related 

to a historic deed, it contained many dates and people involved in that event. Nine 

texts per month were developed and one is given below as an example: 

 
AUTONOMIA 
 

El pedido de autonomía en Bolivia surge con el precursor de este sistema Andrés Ibáñez en 
1876 en Santa Cruz de la Sierra, quien intento conformar el primer gobierno federal de 
Bolivia en Santa Cruz; pero dicha administración es rotundamente rechazada por el gobierno 

de entonces,  régimen que logró capturar a Andrés Ibáñez para ejecutarlo. 
 
El siguiente paso para la autonomía en Bolivia fue la implementación de la ley de 
Participación Popular (1994) y ley de Descentralización Administrativa (1995) durante el 
Gobierno de Sánchez de Lozada que consolidó la redistribución de los recursos a los 
municipios y alcaldías, además de lograr una mayor participación democrática de los 

bolivianos. 
 
Por último los esfuerzos para lograr una autonomía en Bolivia se canalizaron a través de un 
acuerdo político entre Oposición (PODEMOS, UN, MNR) y Oficialismo (MAS) en Octubre de 
2008. Logrando un sistema cuyas características generales son: 
 

 Descentralización política de la República para que las regiones cuenten con 

capacidad de decisión política y administrativa y gestionen localmente su desarrollo.  
 

 Autonomía con solidaridad, reciprocidad y redistribución de los recursos provenientes 
de los recursos naturales.  
 

 Fortalecer la unidad de la nación, basándonos en la diversidad cultural y regional 
como principal fortaleza de la patria. 

 

 Buscar el desarrollo comunitario, sostenible y solidario de las regiones y los pueblos, 
teniendo siempre presente la unidad del país.  
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3.2.1.5. Agency’s approval 

 

The chief director read them and gave his suggestions and approval. This was one of 

the most important steps in the work because at this point the concepts were taken 

under the consideration of the most important person of ABI. 

 

3.2.1.6. Translation of the terms 

 
Talking about the terminology to be translated, Newmark suggests specific techniques 

to be used according to the word.  Some of them were used for the present research: 

 

Based on the faithful method proposed by Newmark(1988) and his technique of 

transference, some words were transferred from Spanish into English trying to keep 

the cultural contextual meaning and  providing a text about them  at the hypertext 

section. The transferred terms are: 

 

      Akhulliku     Cocaleros      

      Wiphala     Ponchos Rojos      

     Apthapi      Aguayo        

     Poncho      Chapaco       

     Kolla – colla    Camba        

              

Besides that, acronyms related to the political context were also transferred with their 

respective hypertexts. 

 

PODEMOS    COR 

     UN      CIDOB 

     MNR     CONAMAQ 

     MAS     CONALCAM 

     CONALDE    FEJUVE 

     CNE     CDE 
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     UJC     CADEX 

    COB     CAINCO 

    IDH     CANEB 

 

Other terms were translated under the semantic method with the componential 

analysis proposed by Newmark (1988), it means that some terms were translated 

into terms that have similar meaning but not an obvious one to one equivalent, 

therefore, a hypertext explains the real meaning of those terms in our context: 

 

     SPANISH        ENGLISH 

  Defensor del Pueblo     Ombudsman 

  Comité Cívico      Civic Committee 

  Comité Civico Pro Santa Cruz  Pro Santa Cruz Civic Committee 

  Junta Vecinal      Neighbor Committee 

  Prefecto       Prefect 

  Departamento      Department 

  Bono Dignidad      Dignidad Bond 

  Bono Juancito Pinto     Juancito Pinto Bond 

Referéndum Revocatorio        Repeal Referendum 

  Autonomía       Autonomy 

 

Examples of componential analysis:  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JUNTA VECINAL 

 

+ 

 

ORGANIZACION VECINAL 

 

 
+ 

 
INTERFIERE EN DECISIONES ESTATALES 

 

 

+ 

 

ORGANIZACION REPRESENTATIVA 

 DE VECINOS 

 

 
  - 

 
ORGANIZACION POLITICA 

 

 
- 

 
LUCRATIVA 

 

 

NEIGHBOUR COMMITTEE 

 

 

+ 

  

NEIGHBOUR ORGANIZATION 
 

 

- 

 

INTERFERE IN STATE AFFAIRS 

 

- 

 

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION 
 

 

+ 

 

NEIGHBOUR REPRESENTATIVE 

 

 

- 

 

PROFIT 
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Based on: 

http://www.elalto.eabolivia.com/fejuve-

elalto.html 

                 

http://www.yorkhouse.ca/about_us/pdfs/BdRep_May08.pdf 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on: 

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comit%C3%A9_C%C3%ADvico_de_Santa_Cruz 

                 http://www.jccia.com/ 

 
 

 

COMITÉ CIVICO 
 

  
+ 

 
ORGANIZACIÓN CIVIL 

 

 

+ 

 

VELAN POR INTERESES DEPARTAMENTALES 
 

 

 
- 

 

ORGANIZACIÓN POLITICA 
 

 

- 

 

LUCRATIVA 
 

 
+ 

 
AGLUTINADORA DE ENTIDADES 

 

CIVIC COMMITTEE 

 

 

+ 

 

CIVIC ORGANIZATION 
 

 

- 

 

WATCH FOR REGIONAL 
 INTERESTS 

 

 

- 

 

POLITICAL GROUP 
 

 

- 

 

PROFIT 

 

 

+ 

 

CIVIL ENTITY GATHERER 

 

 

DEFENSOR DEL PUEBLO 
 

  

+ 

 

VELA POR LOS DERECHOS HUMANOS 

 

 

+ 

 

RECIBE QUEJAS DE LA POBLACIÓN 

 

 
 

+ 

 
INVESTIGA ABUSOS COMETIDOS  

POR PODERES PÚBLICOS O PRIVADOS 

 

 

- 

 

LUCRATIVA 

 

 
+ 

 
POSTULADO POR ORGANIZACIONES 

SOCIALES 

 

 

- 

 

POLÍTICO 

 

 

OMBUDSMAN 

 

http://www.elalto.eabolivia.com/fejuve-elalto.html
http://www.elalto.eabolivia.com/fejuve-elalto.html
http://www.yorkhouse.ca/about_us/pdfs/BdRep_May08.pdf
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comit%C3%A9_C%C3%ADvico_de_Santa_Cruz
http://www.jccia.com/
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Based on: www.mirabolivia.com/webpage.php?id_webpage=320 

     www.wikipedia.org/wiki/ombudsman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on: www.es.wikipedia.org/wiki/referendum_revocatorio_de_Bolivia_2008 

              www.dictionary.law.com/repeal 

 

This componential analysis is the result of the comparison between these 

organizations as in Bolivia as in Vancouver (Canada) and USA. (The organizations 

can be found through the webs’ addresses written above).  

 

Finally, there are terms that were translated based on the method of modified literal 

translation proposed by Larson and Newmark (1988) under the technique of though-

 

+ 

 

WATCH FOR HUMAN RIGHTS 

 

 

+ 

 

RECEIVE PEOPLE’S COMPLAINS 

 

 

+ 

 

INVESTIGATE ACCUSATIONS AGAINST 

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS 
 

 

- 

 

 

PROFIT 
 

 

+ 

 

APPOINTED BY PUBLIC CORPORATIONS 
 

 

- 

 

POLITICAL 

 

 

REPEAL 

 

 

+ 

 

PASSED BY CONGRESS 
 

 

+ 

 

ANNUL AN EXISTING LAW  

 

 
+ 

 
PUBLIC VOTE 

 

 

+ 

 

ANNUL AMENDMENTS 
 

 

REFERENDUM REVOCATORIO 

 

  

+ 

 

APROBADO POR EL CONGRESO 
 

 

+ 

 

ANULA  O RATIFICA UN MANDATO 
 

 

 + 

 

CONSULTA POPULAR 

 

 

- 

 

ANULA ENMIENDAS 
 

http://www.mirabolivia.com/webpage.php?id_webpage=320
http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/ombudsman
http://www.es.wikipedia.org/wiki/referendum_revocatorio_de_Bolivia_2008
http://www.dictionary.law.com/repeal
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translation. These terms have their lexical equivalent but again to be understandable 

for the reader, more information about them are given in the hypertext: 

 

   SPANISH         ENGLISH 

 Proceso de Cambio      Change Process 

 Octubre 2003 u Octubre negro   October 2003 

 

All the terms have additional information in the hypertext section, in fact Newmark 

(1988) considers the meaning compensation and additional information in another 

part of the text when he proposes the compensation and notes techniques that are 

well demonstrated with the present work. 

 

3.2.1.7. Editing 

 

After the terms and their texts were translated, the checking and editing began, so this 

step was very important too because this final version had to reflect accurately the 

Agency’s view about the occurring events.  

 

3.2.1.8. Picture selection 

 

The purpose of including a picture for each text is to give additional context to any 

information because it let the reader have a clear view of something real, such as: 

faces, colours, actions, environments, clothes and so on, which is impossible to 

describe with words all the details that only a picture can show. Since news broadcast 

by ABI on internet are read by people who do not know Bolivia and its respective 

social organizations, the introduction of a picture helps a lot to those people who want 

to know more about our country and its current situation. 

 

Most of the pictures were chosen from ABI’s web site photograph data base.   

For example: 
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1) 

 

 

2) Media Luna= green area 

 

 

 

3.2.1.9. Texts and pictures uploaded at telematica 

 

Once the pictures were adjusted to the text, this information is sent to Telematica 

Center where the  ABI’s engineer uploads as the texts as the pictures chosen. This 

task needs a lot of care since this is the last part of  process where all the work made 

from terminology selection to picture insertion are observed on ABI’s web site by 

millions of people. Each concept and picture must fit correctly in order to transmit 

suitable and useful information for Internet user. 

 

3.2.1.10. Insertion of hyperlink and use 
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When the engineer uploads the concepts and pictures on ABI’s website, in other 

words in the data base called in this case Hyper Context , means that this new 

information was converted into a hyper text ready to be used through hyperlinks. 

Hyperlinks, as we know, are tools used to display this new information. 

 

For example to insert a hyperlink to “Media Luna” in the translation, which is 

downer, the instructions in HTML are given. 

 

 
ABI-B  A2659 15:57:15 18-07-2008 

1-P 

ABI: PREFECTS - EXPENDITURE 

 

Prefects of <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>media 

luna</a></b> region spent more than Bs 22 millions on illegal referendums 

 

La Paz, July 18, (ABI).- The Prefects of Santa Cruz, Beni, Pando and Tarija spent in 

fewer than two months 22.500.000 bolivianos which came from public funds, on 

carrying illegal referendums out which tried to grant legality to their autonomous 

statutes. 

 

 

 

Once this instruction in HTML language is written (the one, which is in blue) the new 

text look like this: 

 

 

ABI-B  A2659 15:57:15 18-07-2008 
1-P 
ABI: PREFECTS - EXPENDITURE 
 
Prefects of media luna region spent more than Bs 22 millions on illegal referenda 

                  
La Paz, July 18, (ABI).- The Prefects of Santa Cruz, Beni, Pando and Tarija spent in fewer than 
two months 22.500.000 bolivianos which came from public funds, on carrying illegal referenda out 
which tried to grant legality to their autonomous statutes. 

 

 

The terms “Media Luna” now are turned into blue and a small hand appears when 

mouse is approached to it, which indicates that a hyperlink is available. 

http://abi.bo/index.php?i=hyper_context
http://abi.bo/index.php?i=hyper_context
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When “Media luna” is clicked on, the new information will be displayed: 

 

       

 

The original version is given downer: 

 

 

Prefectos de "media luna" gastaron más de Bs 22 millones en consultas    
                                            ilegales 

 
    La Paz, 17 jul (ABI).- Los prefectos de los departamentos de Beni, Pando, 
Tarija y Santa Cruz en menos de dos meses gastaron 22.500.000 bolivianos, 

recursos de sus regiones, para realizar consultas populares ilegales que 
pretendían validar estatutos autonómicos. 

 
    La Central Obrera Boliviana (COB), la Confederación Sindical Única de 
Trabajadores Campesinos de Bolivia (CSUTCB), la Confederación de Pueblos 

Indígenas de Bolivia (Cidob), la Federación Nacional de Mujeres Bartolina Sisa y 
autoridades de Gobierno calificaron esas consultas como ilegales, 

discriminatorias, racistas y divisionistas… 
 

 

This is the functioning of this new system inserted in translation. Here all the steps of 

Hyper Context construction were described. No element was ruled out in order to 

offer university the possibility to reproduce a similar method in any field of 

Linguistics.  
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This method was used in all the categories with the following instructions: 

 

CULTURE 

 
1. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _culture class=d>akhulliku</a></b> 

2. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _culture class=d>wiphala</a></b> 

3. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _culture class=d>apthapi</a></b> 

4. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _culture class=d>poncho</a></b> 

5. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _culture class=d>colla</a></b> 

6. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _culture class=d>camba</a></b> 

7. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _culture class=d>chapaco</a></b> 

8. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _culture class=d>aguayo</a></b> 

 

SOCIETY 

 

1. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>ombudsman</a></b> 

2. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>cocaleros</a></b> 

3. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>pochos rojos</a></b> 

4. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>UJC</a></b> 

5. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>COB</a></b> 

6. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>COR</a></b> 

7. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>CIDOB</a></b> 

8. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>CONAMAQ</a></b> 

9. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>CONALCAM</a></b> 

10. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>civic 

committee</a></b> 

11. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>Comite Civico Pro Santa 

Cruz</a></b> 

12. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>Neigbour 

Committee</a></b> 

13. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>FEJUVE</a></b> 

14. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>CANEB</a></b> 

 

15. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>CADEX</a></b> 

16. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _society class=d>CAINCO</a></b> 
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POLITICS 

 

1. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>PODEMOS</a></b> 

2. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>UN</a></b> 

3. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>MNR</a></b> 

4. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>MAS</a></b> 

5. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>prefect</a></b> 

6. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>department</a></b> 

7. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>CONALDE</a></b> 

8. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>IDH</a></b> 

9. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>Repeal 

Referendum</a></b> 

10. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>Dignidad Bond</a></b> 

11. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>Juancito Pinto 

Bond</a></b> 

12. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>CNE</a></b> 

13. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>CDE</a></b> 

14. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _politics class=d>media luna</a></b> 

 

HISTORY 

 

1. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _history class=d>October 2003</a></b> 

2. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _history class=d>proceso de 

cambio</a></b> 

3. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _history class=d>autonomia</a></b> 

4. <b><a href=index.php?i=hyper_context _history class=d>Evo Morales</a></b> 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9: HYPER CONTEXT CONSTRUCTION IN DIAGRAM 

 

    
TERMINOLOGY 

SELECTION 

SEARCHING FOR 

LITERATURE 

 
CONCEPT WRITING 
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HYPER CONTEXT was constructed following the next work plan: 

 

PROJECT’S PLAN 

 

STAGES TIME ACTIVITIES 

1st. 

stage: 

 

Feb.- Apr. 

 

Terms selection to be developed as hyperlinks. 

2nd. 

Stage: 

 

May.– Jul. 

 

To write concepts firstly in Spanish to be checked by the 

Agency. Once this work has the Agency’s consensus will be 

translated and inserted on Agency’s website. 

Final 

Stage 

 

Jul.– Sept.  

 

To design Hyper Context sector on Agency’s website: choosing 

colours, forms, buttons and all related to Hyper Context 

interface.   

 

Meanwhile Hyper Context was being designed more concepts were inserted on 

Agency’s website. 

 

 

3.2.2. Hyper Context interface 

 

AGENCY’S APPROVAL 

 
TRANSLATION 

 
EDITING 

TRANSLATION 

PICTURE 
SELECTION 

 

CONCEPTS AND 
PICTURES 

UPLOADED AT 
TELEMATICA 

HYPERLINK 
INSERTION AND USE 
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Interface means the use of the computer program tools in order to design how internet 

user will interact with the website. In that sense Hyper Context was designed 

following two parameters: easy manage and fast access of information. 

 

Hyper Context was divided into four categories: 

 

POLITICS 

SOCIETY 

HISTORY 

CULTURE  

 

This is how Hyper Context looks like in Internet: 

 

 

 

Each category was turned into one button, as seen, when one of them is clicked on, 

this displays the information available related to this field, for example politics will 

show all the concepts related to parties and government measures, Society about 

social organizations. Culture will display those ancient practices in Bolivia and 

History, obviously, historic events. 

(The information displayed by each button is given in detail in Annexes1) 
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3.2.3. Instruments 

 

In order to collect data the following instruments were used: 

 

 Questionnaires:   This instrument served to observe the needs of the agency 

and so somehow to help this institution through our work and research.  

 

 Books and magazines: Many books of history and magazines were the source 

of information to write the concepts. 

 

 Interviews: In order to get an accurate definition for some terms,  the chief 

director of ABI  was interviewed and recorded.  

 

The interview was about “Autonomia”, “Proceso de Cambio” and “Media 

Luna” terms because those started to be used a couple of years ago with 

Morales’ term of office and there is not a specific definition about them. 

Therefore, we consider introducing in the hyper-context section definitions 

given by the chief director in order to keep the informative line of the Bolivian 

News Agency.                     (Transcripts in annexes 3, pgs 1-3) 

 

 Websites: To support and complement information for the concepts, also 

websites were consulted. 

 

 Dictionaries:  As for any translation task, to translate our concepts traditional 

dictionaries were our first tool.  
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 Computerized dictionary: Nowadays the technology provides faster tools to 

help  in translation task, thus Collins COBUILD Advanced learner’s English 

Dictionary CD-ROM was used.  

 

 Internet: It helped a lot, especially, with online dictionaries and other websites 

concerning news. 

www.wordreference.com 

www.thefreedictionary.com 

www.translationdirectory.com/article634.htm 

www.wikipedia.org  

www.cnn.com 

www.dictionary.law.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.wordreference.com/
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/
http://www.translationdirectory.com/article634.htm
http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.cnn.com/
http://www.dictionary.law.com/
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4.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

 

 

 4.1. Conclusions 

 

The present research confirms the theory proposed by Mildred Larson because the 

task of translation is more than converting a SL text into a TL text,  implies taking 

into account a set of factors which are included in human communication. The use of 

a language is more than letters and sounds, there are features, which give specific 

meaning to words. Thus humans have intonation, physical movements, environment, 

current situation, previous knowledge of events and so on, all these factors are called 

context. And if it is the base for a suitable communication between two speakers of 

the same language this is even more necessary for people who speak different 

languages. Therefore, in translation the importance of context has got to be 

considered as the base for a good translation, since it allows the TL readers  to 

understand better the context of SL speakers and in that way to get the right meaning 

of words or the real communication situation broadcast through news, in the present 

case. 

 

On the one hand, hypertexts and hyperlinks helped us a lot in dealing with that 

terminology which was almost impossible to translate without losing their meaning or 

their particular features, as it was explained throughout the work, On the other hand, 

this system helped to fulfil with the main objective of offering foreign reader more 

information about those terms which were just understood in Bolivian context.  

 

Nowadays, it is very clear that Linguistics is closely linked to Computer science more 

than any other science since basically Linguistics is the mother of Computer science, 
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because computer functioning is based on artificial languages like HTML , 

programming languages which tried to imitate human language but still do not reach 

its quality and complexity. 

 

The use of computer programs or computer assistance for translation is a reality, 

which is getting stronger. Therefore, this tool should not be ruled out before 

evaluating its benefits. 

 

The present research showed just one way how computer can assist in translation 

through hyperlinks and hypertexts, but it would be very interesting to discover more 

computerized ways to overcome problems faced currently by Linguistics.  

 

Finally, talking about the translation of news; it is clear that the cultural context has to 

be considered as a base for an accurate translation because news describes events that 

happen in a specific place. News are a mirror of a social group and its culture, they 

tell and show  how people of a culture act, react and share their everyday living inside 

its own world and at the same time they reflects how this society acts in relation to 

other societies and cultures. All these conditions have to be taking into account during 

the task of news translation if  translators want to get ,at least, as close equivalent 

effect that news get in TL as in SL or at least a quite similar equivalent.  

 

4.2. Recommendations 

 

Hyperlinks can be used and inserted in different language translation, that is to say: 

translations from Spanish to French or, from Spanish to Aymara or other languages.  

 

Besides translations, the present work is a model that may be used in other fields of 

linguistics such as Applied Linguistics, more specifically in foreign language teaching 

where hypertexts can appear as definitions of words or local expression whose 

context cannot be transmitted in a classical book.  
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Hyper Context was developed entirely in HTML language. In order to design or make 

something similar it is recommended to use computer programs applied to webpage 

design. 

 

Based on this short experience of translating news, it is possible to state that 

translating  

from Spanish into English is more complex than from English to Spanish. It gets 

worse trying to translate texts made in Bolivia because its culture is not well known 

yet in the rest of the world, therefore it is opportune to suggest to the Department of 

Linguistics of San Andres University to give more support to this area since 

translation is the best way to spread Bolivian culture around the world. 
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5.  PROPOSAL OF THE PROJECT 

 

 

5.1. Proposal of hypertext and hyperlink insertion model in web translations 

 

HTML is nowadays a common programming language used in Internet. That is why 

its handling becomes a need to anyone who wants to transmit information through 

this big net, since many universities around the world are converting their information 

in digital formats and San Andres University is not the exception. Therefore 

Linguistics Department, especially translation area, should have a model to present its 

works and documents in digital format in Internet.  The following proposal is 

channelled into inserting hypertexts and hyperlinks in translation matters only. 

However the present work could help to other subjects if desired.  There will be a 

great emphasis on hypertext and hyperlink usage unlike technical aspects because 

they were already mentioned in the theoretical and methodology section. 

 

This proposal is based on four main aspects: 

 

1. Hypertexts help to keep features of terminology which can be lost in 

translating. 

 

2. Hypertexts give the possibility to include not only words but also pictures, 

images or even films. 

 

3. Hyperlinks do not interfere a fluent reading of the article translated. 

 

4. Hypertexts and hyperlinks can be used in the translation of any language. 

The four aspects mentioned above will be described in order to show the advantages 

by using this system.  

 

5.2. Data base set up 
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As any other computerized way to transmit information, translation including 

hypertexts need to have firstly a data base. This means that all the hypertexts must be 

ready to be used in its respective URL. As it was mentioned in the theoretical and 

methodology section any word which presents certain difficulty in its translation is a 

likely candidate to be a hyperlink. As it was also mentioned those terms must be 

developed as concepts if possible including pictures or another sort of resorts. 

 

Let’s imagine translating the following paragraph: 

 

El Presidente Evo Morales asistirá este jueves por la tarde a un apthapi organizado por la 

carrera de Lingüística de la Universidad Mayor de San Andres. El mismo tendrá como 

objetivo la presentación del libro Semiótica del arte culinario andino. 

 

The word “apthapi” immediately becomes a problem to translate, but if this word 

was already developed as a hypertext and this is in our data base, it is inserted as a 

hyperlink. 

 

 

This Thursday afternoon, President Morales will attend to an apthapi prepared by                                         

                                                                                                        

 Linguistics Department of San Andres University. This event is aimed to present the 

new book called Semiotic of Andean culinary art. 

                                                                                                                                                     

Clicking on apthapi : 
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This information about what an “apthapi” is will be displayed every time internet 

user clicks on this word. This hypertext contains two basic elements: the term 

“aphtapi” is explained through a concept and this also has a picture showing this 

event. 

 

The concept and the picture, unlike a word translated, keep somehow the features of 

an apthapi, in other words, the cultural implications and the stock of information will 

clear up the reader what the author’s real intention was by transferring this word. 

 

5.3. Media selection 

 

 HTML gives the chance to include images, pictures or even films, if available, to 

describe better the context which the article talks about like in the previous example 

where the term apthapi included a picture showing how this event is organized, that is 

to say, the kind of food is served, where and how this food is served and how the 

people who take part looks. 
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Many of these aspects showed by this picture would be lost if the word “apthapi” is 

translated into lunch or dinner.  This is why hypertext contributes to increase the 

knowledge of the foreign reader about what the target text really talks about. 

 

5.4. Hyperlink display 

 

One advantage of hyperlinks is that they do not interfere a fluent reading since they 

are just highlighted in blue or other colour, therefore reader is not forced to read the 

information hidden by this device unlike bubble messages. 

 

 

This Thursday afternoon President Morales will attend to an apthapi prepared by 

Linguistics Department of San Andres University. This event is aimed to present a 

new book called Semiotic of Andean culinary art. 

 

The hyperlink which is in blue do not interfere a fluent reading. It just reflects that 

there is extra information about this term. 

 

Finally, it was mentioned previously that this system can be applied to any language. 

Hypertexts and hyperlinks can be used in translation such as from Spanish to French, 

Quechua or Aymara. 

 

Place the food is 

served 

How the 

dependants 

look like 

kind of 

food 
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For example,  UMSATIC’s website, which was already broadcast in Spanish, English 

and Aymara, has words that were transferred from Spanish into English and Aymara. 

 

1st. English website of Faculty of Humanities and Educational Sciences: 

 

 

 

2nd. Website in Aymara of the same faculty: 

 

 

 

It is clear that in both languages transference was made from Spanish terms like 

“Tecnico Superior” and “Licenciatura” into English and Aymara as well, but there is 

not an explanation about what exactly those terms mean. 

 

Now, the goal is to provide extra information in Aymara from those transferred terms. 

In order to provide an understandable message, It is necessary to develop a hypertext 
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of these terms to give extra information to countryside reader who speaks Aymara 

without affecting the displayed terms.  

 

For this proposal it is used UMSATIC’s website and to add some information that is 

not ready yet at this website. 

 

Hypertext explaining the terms: 

Tecnico superior:  Kimsa mara yatiqawi titulu katuqata khaysa Humanidades y 
Ciencias de la Educación jacha'a ulaqa uksat, Mayor de San 
Andres jacha'a yatiqañ utana. 

Licenciatura:   Phisqa mara yatiqawi  ukhamaraki yatiwakichawi tukuyawi      
    titulukatuqata. 

 

Once having a hypertext describing what “Técnico superior” and “Licenciatura”, 

they are saved in the database and it is ready to insert in the translation as a hyperlink. 

After clicking on the terms, they would be seen like this: 

 

 

 

And let user jump into the explanation developed in a similar window: 
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The same proposal would be applied to English version, Example: 

 

 

 

After clicking on “Técnico Superior” the reader jumps to the explanation: 
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This way it is demonstrated that hyperlinks and hypertexts can be used as a computer 

assistance in the translation of any language either from Spanish to English, Aymara 

to English or Spanish to French or any other combination.  

 

Fig. 11: Multilingual Hyper Context proposal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All the steps and explanations described in this proposal can help to construct a 

digital translation display model based on hypertexts and hyperlinks usage in internet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATA BASE 
 

ALL THE HYPERTEXTS 
DEVELOPED MUST BE SAVED 

HERE. 

3). HYPERTEXT   
CHECK UP OF THOSE 
TERMS IN THE DATA 

BASE 

1). SOURCE TEXT 

 

 

2). SELECTION OF 
CONFLICTING TERMS 

4). HYPERLINK INSERTION IN 
THE TARGET TEXT. 


